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Rewrite each title using capitalization 
where needed. 
 
 
1. the boy and the dream  ________________________________ 

2. happiness is in the air  ________________________________ 

3. things i learned in 
kindergarten   ________________________________ 

4. how to tie your shoes 
in three simple steps  ________________________________ 

5. missing you on your 
birthday    ________________________________ 

6. i love the smile on 
your face    ________________________________ 

7. we can win this   ________________________________ 

8. doing the right thing  ________________________________ 

9. creating your own 
company in four days  _____________________________ 

10. the hairy dog and the 
 fuzzy cat    _________________________ 

11. princess pink and the 
 castle in the woods  ________________________________ 

12. mr. thomas and his 
wonderful, magical house 
on the corner   ________________________________ 

In titles, capitalize the first word, 
the last word, and any important 
words. Small words like a, an, 

and, the, but are not capitalized. 
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Answers 
 

1. the boy and the dream             The Boy and the Dream        

2. happiness is in the air               Happiness is in the Air        

3. things i learned in 
kindergarten        Things I Learned in Kindergarten   

4. how to tie your shoes                    How to Tie Your        
in three simple steps           Shoes in Three Simple Steps     

5. missing you on your 
birthday            Missing You on Your Birthday    

6. i love the smile on 
your face           I Love the Smile on Your Face     

7. we can win this                  We Can Win This        

8. doing the right thing               Doing the Right Thing        

9. creating your own             Creating Your Own  
company in four days                Company in Four Days        

10. the hairy dog and the 
 fuzzy cat        The Hairy Dog and the Fuzzy Cat    

11. princess pink and the                      Princess Pink 
 castle in the woods             and the Castle in the Woods    

12. mr. thomas and his 
wonderful, magical house        Mr. Thomas and His Wonderful 
on the corner            Magical House on the Corner     
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